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Bede Griffi ths          by Carrie Lock                       

The twentieth maha-samadhi of Fr 
Bede Griffi ths: The 13th May marks 

twenty years since Fr Bede left the 
body (1906-1993). Fr Bede was a great 
leader in the fi eld of interspirituality. 
Wayne Teasedale, a devotee of Fr 
Bede, refers to Jules Monchanin, 
Swami Abhishiktananda and Fr Bede 
as ‘masters of interspiritual wisdom’ 
(in Bede Griffi ths: An Introduction to 
his Interspiritual Thought). Br Wayne 
describes interspirituality as “the activity 
and process of exploring other traditions 
in more than an academic sense. 
It presupposes an intense personal 
interest in these other forms of faith 
and spirituality. Such a level of interest 
refl ects a commitment that affects one’s 
spiritual life itself”. Aranya Kutir, as an 
interspiritual contemplative community, 
uses that defi nition. Some words spoken 

by Fr Bede, just before he passed away, 
provide the source of inspiration for the 
Refl ections section of this Circular. 

God Bless!
OM! Ma Atmajyoti-Ananda

for Aranya Kutir Trust

Carrie Lock

The Bede Griffiths Archive

For a number of years members of 
the Sangha have been thinking 

about the preservation of important 
documents, photographs and other 
material relating to Father Bede that 
they have in their possession.  Many 
of us are getting older and it is all too 
easy for these things to get thrown 
away after we die.

So a search has been going on for a 
permanent archive facility that is easily 
accessible to members of the public 
that would be interested in building 
up a Bede Griffi ths collection. Such 
a collection would complement the 
Bede Griffi ths Archive in Berkeley, 
California, and, of course, the 
collection held by Prinknash Abbey.

Douai Abbey is a Benedictine Abbey 
in Berkshire and over the last few 
years it has raised money to build 
a professional archive and library 
facility to be a home for important 
collections relating to British 
monasticism.  Abbot Geoffrey Scott, 
who is also the archivist, has agreed 

that this can be the home for a Bede 
Griffi ths Collection, and we are very 
grateful to him.  It is a wonderful, 
modern, professional facility and 
Rowan Williams formally opened 
it and is Vice-President of the 
managing committee.

The collection had a major boost 
recently when Shirley du Boulay 
deposited her research collection at 
Douai.  This is the collection she made 
whilst writing Beyond the Darkness 
and it brings together many letters 
and articles (many as photocopies) 
written by Bede.  Also in the archive 
are the original letters which formed 
the basis of the book Falling in Love 
with India, letters to Richard Rumbold 
(to whom The Golden String is 
dedicated), and letters to his friends 
Toby and Dorothy Rance.

If any Sangha member has material 
that they feel may be of interest and 
wish to add to the collection, please 
do be in contact with me.

Adrian Rance
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From Father Bede to a Friend            edited by Hazel Eyles

Prinknash Abbey
January 5th 1939

My dear Martyn,
This answering letters by return post 
seems to be infectious! But I am 
still enjoying my Christmas holiday 
– we have a break for 3 weeks in our 
theology which I should otherwise be 
doing – and I have nothing better to 
do:  in fact, like you, I rather enjoy 
writing letters and I don’t think 
making contact with others is ever a 
waste of time – so here goes!

I am afraid, though, as you can judge 
from my fi rst sentence, I can’t promise 
anything in the way of prose style:  
in fact I am not sure that I would if 
I could.  Don’t you think that the 
prose style of Addison etc goes with 
the farmhouses and country estates 
and all the rest of the circumstances 
of 18th century civilisation, and it is 
as hopeless to try to recover the one 
as the other? I feel very strongly that 
poetry and prose together with all the 
other arts belong to the culture and 
civilisation from which they spring 
and are shaped and moulded by their 
circumstances. Shakespeare is not 
simply an individual genius – though, 
of course, he is that – but a product 
of his age, innumerable circumstances 
working together to produce just 
those conditions in which his poetry 
was possible. Of course genius is not 
bound by any laws: it may appear at 
any time in history:  but I think that 
the great poet is one who fi nds in 
his own time and circumstances the 
material in which he can create, and 
make himself the voice of his age.  
Thus I think the great thing is to be 
able to grasp the tendency of the age 
in which one is living and to enter 
into all that is best in it, and fi nally 
to direct it and shape it to as great 
an extent as possible of one’s own 
vision.  It is obvious, though, that one 
age will offer immense opportunities 
and carry man to the crest of the wave 
by it own power – such was the 5th 

century in Athens, the 15th century 
in Florence and the 18th century in 
England (not so much for poetry as 
for prose, architecture, painting and 
music).  It is obvious that you are 
faced, on the other hand with one of 
the worst ages in history – one that is 
strictly comparable with the 2nd and 
3rd centuries of the Roman Empire! 

You said in your letter regarding my 
remarks on social reconstruction, 
‘how is it possible to bring about the 
healthy development of craftsmanship, 
given so much control?’ Now I 
believe that, if one can only establish 
the right conditions of life, poetry and 
craftsmanship and all such things will 
come of themselves. Human nature 
has not been radically changed by 
the industrial revolution it is simply 
that the powers and faculties have no 

longer the opportunity to work, and 
consequently grow atrophied.  But if it 
were possible to establish agricultural 
life again, under the conditions which 
it needs, if it is to work well, with all the 
crafts that attend upon it, then I think 
the powers of craftsmanship would 
develop as they were required.  But 
it is essential that the right conditions 
should prevail, and this means, I think, 
that the countryside should be more 
or less self-supporting.  The ordinary 
English village from the Middle Ages 
to the 18th century, was more or less 
self-supporting: that is to say that they 
depended on themselves for most 
of the necessities of life, and only 
needed the less necessary things from 
outside.  This seems to me to be the 
only sound basis of national economy, 
every village, town, county, nation 
developing its own resources so as to 
provide what is necessary for itself, 
and only trading in its superfl uities 
so as to obtain what it cannot get for 

itself.  This seems to bring trade and 
fi nance into its proper place.

This is really the only thing which 
interests me in this political business.  
The whole system of world trade and 
fi nance is beyond me, and I imagine 
it is doomed to destruction sooner or 
later:  all that matters is that a new 
life should be growing up from the 
earth beneath, in which humanity can 
once more take root.  Of course for 
me the horizon is dominated by my 
monastery.  When I look out and see 
the fi elds belonging to us all round 
me, and sheep and cows grazing, 
and when I think that we are steadily 
developing a farm and making 
ourselves self-supporting:  when I 
think of the new building and the 
carpenters and masons whom we are 
training, and the various crafts which 
are developing, wood-carving, stone 
carving, painting, weaving etc, then it 
seems to me that I have what I long for 
actually taking place before my eyes.  
Of course, a monastery is somewhat 
exceptional, but if it can happen here, 
why should it not happen elsewhere?  

There are two great spheres of poetry, 
fi rst the mystery of nature and of 
natural life, and second the mystery 
of human nature and human life.  In 
this sense I think all real poetry is a 
kind of participation in the creative 
activity of God:  it is the expression 
in terms of human thought and feeling 
of the Word.  To write something like 
the Ode to Autumn is enough for a life 
time:  it is an immortality itself worth 
striving for, and the reward of it is in 
heaven. 

Give my love to Pauline and don’t 
forget that you are coming to see me 
– when the snow has gone.

Yours affectionately,

D. Bede

“Humanity can 
once more
take root.”
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The Silence & Solitude of the Heart           by Bede Griffi ths O.S.B.

The common life is, of course, 
basic both to the monastic and the 

Christian tradition in the West. The 
postels after Pentecost are described 
as remaining in the teaching of the 
apostles, the common life, the breaking 
of the bread and the prayers. This was 
always seen as a model of monastic 
life in later times. In India, on the other 
hand, the emphasis has always been on 
the solitary life. Hinduism itself is not 
so much a common religion as a way 
of life with many paths by which the 
individual can reach God. Of these the 
way of Sannyasa, of renunciation of 
marriage and property and all human 
attachments in order to give oneself to 
God alone, has always been seen as 
the highest ideal.

There is therefore a deep difference at 
the heart of each religion. Christianity 
has always been concerned with 
the common life, whether in the 
home or in a religious community 
and this naturally demands a certain 
organisation and structure. Hindu 
sannyasa, on the other hand, calls for 
the utmost freedom. The guru at the 
conclusion of his initiation says to the 
Sannyasi: go, my son, go over the wide 
spaces of the earth, go to the beyond 
The only bond which binds a sannyasi 
is the bond with the guru. The guru is 
God and it is in and through him that 
the sannyasi fi nds God. 

This raises a problem for the 
Christian monk. For him Christ can 
be the only true guru - the sat-guru 
- and any other spiritual guide can 
only represent Christ. Moreover his 
discipleship of Christ calls for his 
membership in the body of Christ 
and the demands which the common 
life makes upon him. How can these 
opposite demands be met? Swami 
Abhishiktananda was faced with this 
problem all his life and in the end 
opted for pure sannyasa, renouncing 
all human ties while yet keeping a 
link with the church. But this does 
not seem to be an adequate answer 
and Abhishiktananda was never able 
fi nally to resolve the problem.

Can the tradition of Camaldoli 
provide an answer to this problem? St. 
Romuald started life as a Benedictine 
monk, but he felt more and more drawn 
to solitary life and, though he never 
broke his bond with the Benedictine 
life, he devoted himself above all to 
solitary prayer and surrender to God 
alone. Is this perhaps a model for a 
monk today? Thomas Merton felt 
the same call to monastic life but 
sought more and more for solitude 
within the monastic calling. In the 
Eastern church also, which no doubt 
infl uenced St. Romuald, solitary life 
was seen as the highest expression of 
the monastic calling.

Behind this question of solitary or 
community life lies the still more 
profound question of the nature of 
prayer. St. Benedict organised the 
monastic life round the common 
prayer of the liturgy, and gave lectio 
divina, the meditative reading of the 
Scriptures, as the principal spiritual 
discipline. But beyond the prayer of 
the liturgy, the prayer of words and 
thoughts, there is in Christian tradition 
the pure prayer of Evagrius, where the 
mind goes beyond word and thought 
and enters into the immediate presence 
of God. It is here that the monastic 
tradition of the West comes closest to 
the oriental tradition. In all oriental 
tradition, both Buddhist and Hindu, 
the aim is to transcend both the senses 
and the mind and enter into the deep 
self, the point of the spirit, where the 
human touches the divine.

It would seem that this is where we 
are being led as a Benedictine ashram. 
We can accept the basic structure 
of monastic life with its common 
prayer, study and work, but within 
this structure each monk is free to 
follow the inner call of the Spirit and 
enter into the silence and solitude of 
the heart, where God is immediately 
present. It is in this inner centre 
that we join with the Hindu, the 
Buddhist, the Jain and all who truly 
seek God. An ashram is not so much 
an exterior place as an interior space. 
It is this space of the heart - what 
the Upanishads call the space in the 
heart of the lotus - that an ashram has 
to provide. People today all over the 
world are in search of this inner space, 
this point of communion with God. 
Only where people are continually 
living in search of God, seeking him 
with all their heart can this space be 
found. That is the responsibility of an 
ashram, to provide this space of the 
heart, where each person can fi nd the 
inner space, the ashram, in their own 
heart and the world can fi nd a peace in 
the midst of confusion.

Bede Griffi ths
Shantivanam - 1991
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The Silence & Solitude of the Heart - Communion with God
by Bede Griffi ths O.S.B.

The goal of monastic life has always been seen in terms of 
seeking God. St. Benedict asks of the novice, does he truly 
seek God, and in India this search for God has gone on 
from the time of the Vedas giving birth to different forms of 
monastic life, Hindu, Buddhist and Jain. In our ashram we 
try to combine the tradition of ashram life in India with that 
of monastic life in the West, particularly as it has come down 
in the tradition of Camaldoli. St. Romuald in the eleventh 
century gave the monastic life this particular form combining 
community and solitary life but also evangelical life or the life 
of the wandering monk. We feel that each of these paths has its 
own special value.
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Brother Martin’s Itinerary 2013

13th - 16th July 
Milford Haven

Monday 15th July 
7:30pm

Friends Meeting House 
Milford Haven 

Joan Walters
Tel: 01646 692 496

Brother Martin will arrive in the UK on June 25th 2013. 
He will join his hosts Isabel, Jim and Family in London.

He will visit Belgium, France, Spain, Portugal and Germany 
and return to Shantivanam at the end of October.

27th - 28th June
Christian Meditation Centre - T.B.C.

29th – 30th June
Annette Criswell
Tel:01568 770436

1st July
Study Society

T.B.C.

4th - 5th July
Annie Cygler

6th July
Temenos Academy

London

7th July
Jennifer Sanders

London

8th - 10th July
Rita & Alan Theydonbois

11th July
Jill Hemmings

T.B.C.

12th July
Lizzie Hopthrow

Canterbury

From Believing to
the Discovery of Truth

The Spiritual Journey of Bede Griffi ths
An evening talk with Brother Martin

Monday July 1st 7.30p.m.
St. Ethelwold’s House

30, East St. Helen St. Abingdon  5EB
Tel: 01235 555 486

ethelwoldhouse@btinternet.com
www.stethelwoldhouse.org.uk

Please note the date which is different from the one previously advertised
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Sanskrit Corner                     by Ken Knight

6

Om lokah samasta
sukhino bhavanthu (3)

Sangha members will be used to 
chanting these words from time 

to time. It is a prayer for a blessing, or 
more accurately, a blissing

I was reminded of these words, 
especially ‘lokah’, when reading 
Brother Martin’s article ‘Science 
and Spirituality  Meet’ in the Spring 
newsletter. On page 9, paragraph 3, he 
wrote: ‘They .......(the last two levels 
of consciousness).......belong to the 
level of eternity.  Since their nature 
is fullness they do not move in a 
horizontal line but manifest vertically. 
They are non-local and non-space. 
It is eternal fullness manifesting its 
fullness in time and space.’

The whole paragraph warrants 
our attention but I would like to 
concentrate on that word ‘locality’.   
Non-locality is well known to those 
interested in quantum theory.

“Wait a moment?” Do I hear 
someone saying,” What has this 
science, quantum physics and 
concepts of space and time got to 
do with Sanskrit Corner?”

A great deal, in fact, for many of  the 
insights of the rishis from more than 
3000 years ago are shared by the 
scientifi c, quantum  insights of the last 
100 years.

Non-locality is one of these and 
Einstein called it ‘spooky’.  I promise 
not to use up more of your attention 
on quantum theory but some may like 
to have a look at:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=TMzh0gTTJI8
It should provide some  worthwhile 
enquiry time.

Now for the Sanskrit at the top of the 
page.   It is easy to look at the word 
‘lokah’ and see the similarity with our 
words like locality, locate, location 
and, of course ‘look’. And surprise, 

surprise, the meaning of the Sanskrit 
‘lok’ is indeed ‘to see, behold.’ The 
oldest use of the word ‘lokah’ refers to 
a free and open space, a free motion. 
And this relates us back to Brother 
Martin’s quote above: ‘eternal 
fullness manifesting its fullness in 
time and space.’

As time passed and ideas were shared 
then lokah came to refer to the three 
states of ‘Earth’ and ‘Heavens’ and the 
‘Atmosphere’ in between.  In turn these 
also have various interpretations.

What does this all mean for us 
practically, here and now, located in 
space and time? We may look at a 
fl ower, hence through our observation 
we place it, locate it and fi x it in our 
mind’s eye with a name: primrose, 
for example. We may take a photo 
and send it to our friends with a tag: 
‘Here is a primrose under a tree in 
our garden.’ 

But the primrose has a much greater 
being or consciousness which is 
manifesting through the colours and 
scent etc that our senses give us. At 
one level it shares its ‘primroseness’ 
with all other primroses and at a 
deeper level still it shares the same 
unity of being, or consciousness as 
all life. Such a vision is affirmed 
by the many recorded accounts of 
spiritual experiences of a unity in 
all forms. A unity that is described 
as ‘ineffable’ because nothing can 
be said about it that will adequately 
describe its ‘fullness’.

It all depends upon the person 
observing how the primrose is 

located. There is no competition ‘to 
be the right way to observe’ in this 
for each of these three ways, levels, 
of looking, or observing, are valid.  
These three ways may be understood 
as levels of ‘consciousness’ such  as 
physical, subtle and causal. These are 
not so much separate layers but more 
the steps of inclusiveness we see in 
the Russian ‘nesting dolls’.

The presence of a substratum of 
consciousness causes all forms 
to appear, the subtle quality of 
‘primroseness’ is shared by all 
primroses but the single primrose that 
we look at is located in a particular 
time and space. There are our three 
locations in practice.

That is why the Vedic tradition 
developed the teaching of the 
‘lokah’, the three locations or levels 
of consciousness that are referred 
to at the opening of such mantras as 
the Gayatri mantra known to Sangha 
members: ‘bhur,bhuva,svah’

And if we return to the top of this 
column: ‘Om lokah samasta sukhino 
bhavanthu (3)’ we can see one 
interpretation for why that (3) is placed 
there. The mantra is to be repeated 
three times so that the observation 
can be directed at each of these three 
levels or locations in turn: the physical 
world, bhur, the subtle world, bhuvah, 
and the causal world, svah. 

At fi rst we bring to our observation 
all the beings of the physical world, 
‘earth’, that we know and pray that 
gentle happiness, sukhino, is there for 
all forms, samasta bhavantu, we then 
locate the observation in the subtle 
world and fi nally at the causal level 
so that: ‘eternal fullness manifests its 
fullness in time and space.’

That is a true blissing. The 
manifestation of The Word, full of 
grace and truth.

Ken Knight
knightingale40@yahoo.co.uk

“nothing can be 
said about it that 
will adequately 

describe its 
‘fullness’”
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Sitting with Bedouin                          by Ken Knight

When Joan asked me for a photo 
for the newsletter she gave me 

a greater problem than the request to 
write Sanskrit Corner.  Hilary and I 
take plenty of  landscape photographs 
and only use each other for framing 
pictures.  Eventually the computer 
retrieved some pictures from the time 
Hilary and I went to Syria.  A suitable 
photo had been found.

Some 50 years ago I had learned much 
from sitting with Bedouin in their 
tents and from the ‘presence’ in the 
surrounding desert. Sixteen years ago 
Hilary and I  were fortunate enough 
to have tea with a Syrian Bedouin 
family by their black tent. This time, 
here is a picture of Hilary without 
whose love and care this Ken-body 
would not be here.

I mention this here because my interest 
in interfaith activities goes back to a 
time in the early 60s when the fi rst 
waves of hippies were spreading east 
from Istanbul. Two Dutchmen learned 
of my own wanderings and asked if  I 
could introduce them to some Bedouin 
and so they joined me on a 
short trip. Sitting in the dark 
shadows of the black tent, 
late in the evening, drinking 
tea, I was aware of the 
Dutchmen making sly fun 
of my Arab friends.  I was 
also aware that the headman 
of the family had seen them. 
In the meeting of our eyes 
I was apologising for these 
people I had brought, in his 
eyes was great compassion 
and a calm understanding 
and reassurance.

There was something in 
that moment’s event that 
felt like a true breaking of  
the heart and I was glad 
for the darkness for tears 

began to fl ow. The pain came from 
the combination of the compassionate 
understanding in the old man and my 
own regret at the barriers nations set 
up to keep out that which they regard 
as different and to be dismissed as 
foolish or wrong. 

It was an almost sleepless night as 
the heart’s pain continued, desperate 
and aching, so just before the sun 
rose I went out and sat quietly 
amongst the dunes. 

A fl y came and sat upon my forehead 
and I could feel the pressure of each 
of its feet. There was no need to 
brush it away for in that moment 
was the experience of unity in all 
things that many people describe.  
In that moment a strong intention 
arose to work to break down the false 
barriers between nationalities. In due 
course, as I travelled further East, this 
intention centred upon the barriers 
set up between religions for to fi nd 
the centre of all religions there is no 
travelling necessary.

May I end this letter of thanks to you 
all with a quotation. Before St Peter 
journeyed to Rome he set up a church 
in Antioch and the Syriac church 
fl ourishes to this day. Hilary and I were 
fortunate enough to join the Syriac 
monks in Damascus for their prayer 
rituals. We found that the prostration 
we may associate with Islam was long 
ago established in the Syriac church. 

Father Bede, as we know, incorporated 
the Syriac liturgy at Kurishumala 
Ashram and I am sure he would 
appreciate this quotation from John 
the Elder:

‘Being hidden from me, I am hidden 
in Him, when I want to see Him I see 
that He is within: whence he comes I 
know not......When He goes with me 
to some place,  He does not stir from 
any place....when I listen to Him, He 
speaks with me. .........When I walk in 
Him, He resides in me, even though he 
extends outside me.  When I breathe 
Him, He comes out from within.  
Clothed in all, He veils all.  When I 
behold Him carrying everything,  I 
carry Him around.’

Thank you all for your help.
Ken Knight

Thank you all for your prayers, messages and cards during my 
recent incarceration in the hospital.  I have no doubt that these 
helped aid the present recovery.
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A Conversation between 
Brother Martin & 
Rupert Sheldrake

London, 12th July 2012
Rupert:  Well this raises a somewhat 
different point which is that in the 
case of animals it seems to me 
perfectly conceivable that they may 
have mystical-type experiences. For 
example, a lizard basking in the sun is 
immobile; it’s not going anywhere or 
doing anything, the sun is illuminating 
it and warming it and it can spend 
long periods inactive in the 
sunlight. It seems to me 
perfectly possible that sense 
of being united with the 
divine that comes through 
mystical experience is 
experienced by lizards, 
maybe cows when they’ve 
fi nished chewing grass and 
are staring vacantly into 
the distance. Many animals 
may experience a kind of 
mystical union and they 
won’t experience the same 
way we do.  But in order to 
experience it in the human 
case we have to go to a lot 
of time and trouble with 
meditation to get rid of 
thoughts.  Well, what makes 
us different from animals 
are thoughts, and animals don’t have 
to get rid of them because they don’t 
have them in the fi rst place, so it may 
be that they are more able to access 
these mystical states than we are.

Brother Martin: I think we have to 
make a subtle distinction between 
unconscious mystical experiences 
and conscious mystical experiences.  
The difference between human beings 
and the rest of the creatures is that we, 
human beings, have the possibility to 
forget and also to remember. We begin 
with the unconscious unity with the 
divine and need to grow into conscious 
unity (non-dualistic experience). When 

we are born we have the experience 
of unconsciousness oneness with God 
and with one another. As we grow we 
lose this unconscious unity and we 
fall into separation from God and with 
everything (dualistic experience). We 
have to come back to the original unity 
consciously. So I describe our evolution 
in consciousness as a journey from the 
unconscious unity to the conscious 
unity. This journey takes us through 
different levels of consciousness 
which I name as: social consciousness, 
rebellious individual consciousness, 
mature individual consciousness, 

universal consciousness and unitary 
consciousness (oneness with God).  
But in the case of the other creatures 
they may live in the unconscious unity 
and they remain in that unconscious 
unity until their death.  They don’t 
lose it and live unconsciously and 
instinctively. There is no thinking 
process and questioning process 
which we human beings have. They 
do not go through different levels 
of consciousness. They do not write 
books. Human beings are aware of 
their evolution and write books and 
express their opinions. This is the main 
difference between the consciousness 
of human beings and the consciousness 

of the rest of the creatures.
Rupert:  The one state in which we are 
all unconscious of our conscious unity 
is in sleep. I think it’s interesting that 
Tibetan Buddhists make a big thing 
about sleep as a mode of consciousness 
We lose all our conscious processes 
during sleep, except in our dreams, we 
are not aware of where we are, or of the 
form of our body, or what’s going on 
outside us, and in that sense when we 
are asleep we are not really different 
from each other because other people 
when they are asleep have lost all their 
personal characteristics too. Maybe in 

sleep human beings 
are not only unifi ed 
with each other and 
perhaps with all other 
sleeping animals but 
also with some aspect 
of undifferentiated 
divine    consciousness.  
Of course we don’t 
know whether sleep 
is part of divine 
consciousness or 
not. We experience 
the night.  Animals 
and plants have a 
sleep phase that is 
related to day and 
night because of the 
rotation of the earth.  
However the sun 
presumably has no 

such cyclical periods of waking and 
sleeping, presumably it is awake all 
the time because it’s the source of 
the light.  The rotation of the earth 
gives us this cyclical experience of 
consciousness, which the sun doesn’t 
have and I presume that the divine 
consciousness doesn’t have either.  
Does God sleep?  In the Gayatri 
mantra we are asking the sun or the 
glorious light of the sun to illuminate 
our meditation.  One of the things that 
it throws into sharp relief is the nature 
of sleep because presumably the sun 
doesn’t sleep.

What do you think about the importance 
of sleep and the nature of sleep?

Animals & Mystical Experience       

Chauvet Cave Painting
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Brother Martin: God cannot afford to 
sleep. If God sleeps the way human 
beings sleep then the whole process 
of creation comes to halt. When the 
Jewish spiritual leaders accused Jesus 
of doing work on the Sabbath Day he 
said ‘my father is working so also I 
am working’. The Jews believed that 
God created the world in six days and 
took rest on the seventh day. For Jesus 
God does not take rest. He works 
seven days of the week and twenty 
four hours of the day. In the Bhagavat 
Gita Krishna tells Arjuna: ‘In all 
the worlds Arjuna I have nothing to 
achieve or gain but still I am acting 
ceaselessly. If I stop acting then the 
whole process of creation comes to an 
end.’ We can say that God is in perfect 
rest. God’s rest consists in its being. 
God is the fullness of being. The rest 
of God comes from this fullness of 
being. By creating this universe God 
does not get anything and does not lose 
anything. From this inner rest God is 
acting continuously. In Hinduism God 
is presented as a dancer, Nataraja, the 
king of the dance. This dance does 
not stop. Every action of God comes 
from rest. In the same way if the Sun 
stops working and goes to sleep then 
this planetary system will be affected. 
So the Sun is also working like God 
and its actions come from its rest. But 
animals and plants may sleep or rest 
or go into hibernation. 

In relation to the sleeping 
consciousness, the Upanishads speak 
of four levels of consciousness.  The 
fi rst one is waking consciousness 
in which our senses are awake and 
see our separation from one another. 
The second level is called dreaming 
consciousness which happens 
when we go to sleep but still our 
minds are very active. This is also a 
dualistic consciousness. Dreaming 
consciousness on the spiritual level 
means living according to ideals and 
imitating ideal persons. There is a gap 
between what we are and what we 
want to become. So a process of time 
and effort is involved. The third level 

of consciousness is called deep sleep 
consciousness or dreamless sleep 
state. It has a physical aspect and also a 
spiritual aspect. Physical deep sleep is 
entering into the unifi ed consciousness 
what you have described. In the 
physical deep sleep we are all united 
with the consciousness of matter, 
of plants and of human beings. It is 
described as prajna, an undivided 
consciousness. Spiritually it means 
to go beyond ideals and ideal persons 
(dreams) which means going beyond 
past and future. It is entering into 
the eternal present. It is entering 
into the universal consciousness.  
This universal consciousness unites 

us with the whole of creation and 
it is the ground of all creatures.  So 
in the deep sleep consciousness we 
are all united with everything and 
everybody, because it is like a unifi ed 
fi eld. It is not yet divine consciousness 
but we can say that it is the image of 
the divine consciousness. It embraces 
the consciousness of waking and 
of dreaming but at the same time 
transcends them. So in our daily life 
whenever we enter into deep sleep 
we are entering into that unifi ed 
consciousness. But we need to enter 
this state consciously. It means living in 
the eternal present. Our consciousness 
is not under the power of the past and 
of the future (dreams) but under the 
direct infl uence of eternity. Jesus told 
Nicodemus, ‘the wind blows where 

it wills but you do not know from 
where it comes and to where it goes.  
The person who is born of the spirit 
will be like this’. It is living from the 
deep sleep consciousness.  The fourth 
(Turiya) level of consciousness can be 
described as awakened consciousness. 
It is discovering or realizing our 
oneness with the divine or God in 
which a person says ‘God and I are 
one’.  According to the Upanishads 
a person declares ‘I am Brahman or 
God’ and ‘you are Brahman or God’. 
Jesus Christ said, ‘the Father and I 
are one’, ‘I am the light of the world’ 
and ‘you are the light of the world’. 
This consciousness is ever-wakeful 
consciousness. It is also described as 
witness consciousness. The physical 
Sun is a wonderful symbol of this ever 
wakeful and witness consciousness.  
The dreaming consciousness is 
like a morphogenetic fi eld or 
psychogenetic fi eld but still it belongs 
to the dualistic consciousness. Deep 
sleep consciousness and awakened 
consciousness belong to the non-
dualistic consciousness. When we 
pray to the Sun to grant us illumination 
or enlightenment we are requesting 
the Sun to lead us from the dualistic 
consciousness to the non-dualistic 
consciousness, from the waking and 
dreaming to deep sleep and awakened 
consciousness.  There is a beautiful 
prayer which we chant every day in 
our morning liturgy: ‘Lead me from 
the unreal to the real, from darkness 
to light and from death to eternal life.’ 
The fi rst three levels of consciousness 
are considered as unreal and the fourth 
level as Real, which is the divine 
consciousness. In the Gayatri mantra 
we are asking the divine Sun to grant 
us this illumination or enlightenment.

Rupert:  So there’s a relationship 
between the divine consciousness 
and deep sleep in which all things are 
unifi ed but unconsciously.

Animals & Mystical Experience - con’t

“We can say that 
God is in perfect 
rest. God’s rest 

consists in its being. 
God is the fullness 
of being. The rest 

of God comes from 
this fullness
of being.” 
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Abhishiktananda & Mantra Meditation       by Stefan Reynolds

Henri le Saux (1910-1973), the 
french Benedictine monk, came 

to India in 1948. He was also a 
pioneer in the attempt to inculturate 
Christian contemplative life by 
relating it to the Indian tradition of 
Sannyasi. Abhisiktananda was his 
Sannyasi name. This aspect of his 
work is best recorded in the book 
Hindu-Christian Meeting Point, 
1969. His personal journey took 
him towards a deep encounter with 
Hindu Advaita especially through his 
contact with Sri Ramana Maharshi 
(recorded in his book The Secret 
of Arunachala, published in 1979) 
and Sri Gnanananda (see Guru and 
Disciple, 1974). His writings offer a 
remarkable personal-theological 
refl ection on Christianity in the 
light of the Advaita experience, 
most notably in Saccidananda 
(1974) and his diaries published 
as Ascent to the Depths of the 
Heart (1998). Having co-founded 
Saccidandanda Ashram he spent 
the latter part of his life as a hermit 
in the Himalayas immersing 
himself in the contemplative 
experience of India. He believed 
that the record and expression of 
that experience in Hindu scripture 
lay in the Upanishads. In his 
book The Further Shore (1974) 
he says that these texts cannot be 
understood by study alone but need 
“a sensitivity to what is interior or 
spiritual”(p.61).

Dialogue of religious experience 
for Abhishiktananda was never 
comparative but always participatory: 
It involved entering into the experience 
of another, drawing on the richness 
of their faith, at its roots. To do that, 
he believed, one had to go deeply 
into the contemplative tradition of 
one’s own faith. It was there, at the 
mystical level, we fi nd “the cave of 
the heart wherein all true expressions 
of the Spirit well up as from their 
source”(Saccidananda xiv). At the 
end of Saccidananda he seems to say 
that for Hindus and Christians this is 

the only way of dialogue: “There is 
no question of theological theorising 
or of academic comparison between 
the terms of Christian revelation and 
those in which India has expressed its 
own mystical experience. It is rather a 
matter of an awakening, an awareness 
far beyond the reach of intellect, an 
experience which springs up and 
erupts from the deepest recesses of the 
soul.”(p.178) 

Surprisingly when it comes to prayer, a 
subject closest to mystical experience, 
Abhishiktananda in his short book on 
Prayer (1967) seems willing to offer a 
comparative approach. Specifi cally he 
talks about Mantra meditation in the 

two religions, relating the Jesus Prayer 
of the Oriental Christian tradition 
to the Hindu practice of namajapa 
(Ch.9). Christian invocations, he 
points out, are normally a petition 
for forgiveness or Divine help. Hindu 
prayer, he says, is different: “The 
Hindu, most frequently, is content to 
praise and adore [...] For how could 
anyone in the presence of the Most 
High give any thought to themselves 
or their own affairs?”(p.97). Another 
difference is the chakra system behind 

the Hindu practice. The Hesychast 
tradition of the eastern Orthodox 
Church has a teaching on posture and 
ways of drawing the ‘prayer phrase’ 
from the mind to the heart, however 
Indian Yoga and Tantra has, he says, 
“even more precise information 
about posture and the ‘places’ where 
mantras can or should be recited”. 
This also involves an inversion of the 
‘downward’ direction of Hesychast 
focus. In much Yoga teaching the 
mantra energy must rise from the 
heart chakra to the thousand-petalled 
lotus situated at the top of the cranium 
(see p.102-3).

Likewise with sound. Both traditions 
share a sense of the sacredness of 
the Divine Name (for the Hindu 
‘Rama’, ‘Hari’ or ‘Krishna’, 
for the Christian ‘Jesus’). As 
practice deepens both shorten 
longer phrases down to simple 
invocations like these. However 
for Sanskrit mantras the sound 
and the meaning are considered 
inseparable. The sound themselves 
are sacred. Christian prayer phrases 
are derived from their meaning and 
the hallowed place they occupy 
in Scripture and the Liturgy. 
Unlike Hinduism Christianity is 
not based on a sacred language. 
‘Jesus’ itself is a translation of the 
Aramaic ‘Yehoshua’. The ‘Name’ 
in the Judeo-Christian tradition is 
considered to be like a sacrament; 
it makes present that which it 
signifi es. However its sacredness 
remains symbolic rather than 

phonetic, derived from its meaning 
rather than its sound.

The supreme Hindu mantra is not even 
a name of God, it is a sound: OM. 
OM is the primordial word uttered 
by God in the creation of the world. 
It is the sound from which all other 
sounds derive. Abhisiktananda relates 
OM in Christian terminology with the 
Father; the infi nite abyss from which 
all things proceed (Prayer, p.110-12). 
St Paul witnesses that ‘Abba! Father!’ 
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is the murmur in the heart of every 
Christian (Rom. 8:15, Gal. 4:5). The 
Son, as the expression of the Father, 
is this ‘Name’ of God. Yehoshua itself 
means Yahweh saves. Though calling 
on the name of Jesus is considered by 
many Christians as the most sacred 
mantra, Abhisiktananda fi nds the 
word ‘Abba’, Jesus’ own prayer, as the 
Christian equivalent of the all sacred 
OM. ‘Abba!’ expresses the abyss of 
being, towards which Jesus pointed as 
the Way (p.117-9). In the manta ‘Abba’ 
Abhisiktananda feels also there is a 
correspondence of sound and meaning 
rooted in Jesus’ own use of the word. 
The word is not sacred in itself (it has 
a domestic usage in Aramaic both in 
Jesus’ time and today) but it is made 
sacred by Christ. For Abhisiktananda 
it is the primal expression, a verbal 
sacrament, evoking the heart of the 
Christian experience.

In Saccidananda Abhisiktananda 
seems to point to a further stage for 
the Christian when the mantra ‘Abba’ 
is superseded by the name ‘God’: 
“But then, within the mystery of the 
Father’s name Abba , the Spirit reveals 
to the soul the greater and even more 
ineffable mystery involved in the very 
mane God: ‘Eloi! My God!’(Mark 
15:34). We then learn that to call on  
God is not a somewhat elementary 
stage in prayer, a mere step in the 
upward ascent to the Father. To our 
amazement the name ‘God’ seems to 
open quite new depths in the Father’s 
heart”(p.127). Jesus, as ‘the way to 
the Father’, reveals the One beyond 
all name and form, who fi lls all things 
from his own fullness, God: “As the 
soul penetrates more deeply into 
Jesus’ ‘interior’ or ‘inwardness’ the 
Spirit enable her to realise ever more 
inwardly the signifi cance of his name 
of God, by which Jesus addresses the 
Father even on the cross. Taught by 
Jesus the soul discovers, or rather 
recovers, in this name the very 
mystery of the Pleroma”(p.127). The 
prayer word GOD is also proposed 
by the 14th century English treatise 

The Cloud of Unknowing, (Penguin, 
1978, p.61).

It seems in Abhisiktananda’s own 
practice he was rather eclectic in his 
use of mantras, drawing widely from 
different traditions, using different 
ones at different times in his life. As 
part of the ‘inculturation project’ in 
one of his last letters he says that he has 
been “entertaining [him]self putting 
the Jesus prayer into Sanskrit”(1972 
Letter to Sr Vandana, quoted in 
her book Namajapa, p.125). In his 
Sanskrit version he adds ‘Mrtyunjaya 
Satpurush’, that is ‘Supreme Person 
Conqueror of Death’, a phrase 
derived from the sacred Hindu 
Mrityunjaya Mantra. Abhisiktananda 

supported the ‘Christianisation’ of 
of Hindu Bhajans and chants. In his 
diary entry for November 8th 1956 
he records his own personal use of 
the Buddhist mantra Om mani padme 
hum, indianising it by replacing the 
sacred Tibetan syllable hum with a 
repeated OM (Ascent to the Depths of 
the Heart, pp.156-7). Two weeks later, 
in a typical fashion of ‘moving on’, he 
records this as “much too complicated 
a mantra for me at the present”(Nov 
23rd 1956, p.170). 

Abhisiktananda’s diaries give the 
most personal record of his encounter 
with Hindu spirituality. They show the 
extent of his ‘immersion in the Advaita 

experience’ and the diffi culties he had 
reconciling this with his Christian 
faith. In the end he felt that Advaita 
and Christian experience could 
not be reconciled conceptually. He 
gave up the theological attempt at 
assimilation he had proposed and 
started in Saccidananda (see G. 
Gispert-Sauch, ‘The Spirituality of 
Swami Abhisiktananda’, in Swami 
Abhishiktananda: The Man and his 
Teachings, ed. Vandanna, 1986, pp.86-
7). All he could do was hold together 
two seemingly contradictory truths, 
both verifi ed in his own experience, 
in the cave of his heart. However 
his belief in the Oneness of God and 
the non-duality of Divine revelation 
propelled Abhisiktananda to try to 
make sense of his experiences. His 
diaries witness to his continuing search 
to integrate two different theological 
systems – and the experiences that 
underpinned those systems – at a 
personal level (e.g. Dec 11th 1971, 
p.333). Existentially he stood at the 
crossroads of two world religions and 
this at times felt like crucifi xion. In his 
diaries he writes about the ‘anguish’ 
that he as a Christian felt when the 
ultimate surrender to God seemed 
more and more like a surrender of any 
concept of God (e.g. April 12th 1957, 
pp.203-4). At times he relates this to 
Jesus’ feeling of abandonment on the 
cross (October 29th 1959, p.222).

In terms of Mantra meditation from 
the diaries it seems clear that in the 
later part of his life he preferred the 
sound OM. This may be a sign of his 
own personal ‘surrender’ to the Indian 
mystical experience. April 16th 1970 
he writes that “The whole of my present 
problem – my crisis of nerves – comes 
from the fact that I think, that I want 
to think through my problem. Stop 
thinking, stop acting, let the Ganges 
fl ow... OM is the only japa [repetitive 
prayer] that does not distract. 
Every other word is a phantasmata, 
whether it be Christian or Hindu. It 
settles on a thought, no matter how 
insubstantial it might be. OM is not 

“All he could do 
was hold together 

two seemingly 
contradictory 
truths, both 

verifi ed in his own 
experience, in the 
cave of his heart.”
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something thought”( p.312). Part of 
the attraction of OM was that the forth 
syllable after A-U-M was silence, the 
Tiruya state. Abhisiktananda’s early 
encounter with Sri Ramana Maharshi 
had convinced him that silence was 
the fi nal expression of realisation 
(see Secret of Arunachala, pp.34-
8). Ramana encouraged methods of 
meditation like Namajapa but in the 
end they were only preparatory to the 
non-dual experience of Self and God. 
Only the knowing of Aham Brahman 
Asmi (I am Brahman) can silence the 
‘objectifying’ tendencies of the mind. 
This recognition arises once both 
volitional and discursive operations 
are left behind for, as Abhisiktananda 
writes in Saccidananda; “As long as 
our inner silence is the product of our 
own willing or discipline, it remains 
superfi cial and is not the ‘essential 
void’ [...] True silence arises from 
the centre of our being and no longer 
allows the mind to think or utter any 
word at all, whether about God or 
about itself” (p.131).

Yet for Abhisiktananda mantras have 
an important role to play in the ascent 
through the ‘Word’ to the ‘Wordless’. 
Mantras also, in the opposite direction, 
help the mystic the ‘descend’ from 
ecstasy. In his diary entry for May 11th 
1972 Abhisiktananda in a collection 
of aphorisms records an experience of 
‘the abyss of being’, in one of these 
he writes of the use of “Mantras in 
which the rishis have enshrined the 
experience, and lest it should cause 
us to die at the time of this inner leap” 
(Ascent, p.349). Bettina Baumer 
(in her article on ‘Swamaji and the 
Upanishads’ in Abhisikatnanda: The 
Man and his Teachings, p.61-67) 
comments that “here Abhisiktananda 
doesn’t take mantras as steps to ascend 
the spiritual ladder, as it were, but as 
spiritual energy condensed in words, 
which are able to save the mystic 
from being drowned in their own 
experience”. In strong experiences of 
‘detachment’ or ‘ascension’ the mantra 
– in which the guru has condensed 

and expressed the experience – is 
necessary to bring the person back 
to their body. Therefore Baumer says 
that “to discover the correspondence 
between one’s own experience and the 
one enshrined in the mantras is itself 
a kind of safety raft without which the 
ecstasy may lead to physical death or 
make a reintegration of consciousness 
impossible”(p.66). These are perhaps 
heights to which few are called.

Abhisiktananda offers some beautiful 
Trinitarian suggestions as to what 
OM could mean to a Christian if they 
allowed themselves to be drawn into 
it. In his book Prayer he says that OM 
“introduces us into the mystery of the 
Holy Spirit” which reveals the Son 
and whispers Abba Father in the heart. 
The Father is not known in himself 
but only in the Son therefore the word 
‘Abba’ expresses the mystery of the 
Son. The Spirit as the ‘unspoken’, 
‘unbegotten’ Person is expressed by 
the sound prior to all sound, the last 
or forth part of OM which is pure 
silence (p.63). In Saccidananda  he 
says that the three sounds of A-U-
M correspond to the Sat (being) of 
the Father, the Cit (consciousness) 
of the Son and the Ananda (bliss) of 
the Spirit. He continues: “Yet each of 
these three utter OM for themselves, 
and the Three utter it as One [...] 
Lastly there is the eternal Silence 
in which culminates the AUM of the 
Father, Son and Spirit, and celebrates 
their indivisible UNITY” (p.19).

 His book Saccidananda began as an 
attempt at ‘inculturated theology’. 
Christianity in the light of Advaita, 
but it concludes with the paradox of 
two conceptually incompatible faith 
experiences. Theologically he lived 
that ‘dilemma of difference’. Like St 
Paul’s grappling with the ongoing 
signifi cance of Judaism in Romans 
Chapters 9-11 Abhisiktananda saw the 
ultimate meaning of religious diversity 
as a sign of ‘the depths of the wisdom 
and knowledge of God’. There is 
always more to God’s plan than meet 

the eye this side of heaven: “Who has 
ever known the mind of the Lord? 
[...] Everything that is comes from 
him and is caused by him and exists 
for him”(Romans 11:33-6). The value 
of the Hindu-Christian encounter for 
Abhisiktananda was a foretaste, at 
the mystical level, of what is to be 
revealed in the fullness (pleroma) of 
God. In terms of inculturation, in his 
life as a Christian monk and Hindu 
Sannyasi, he was not concerned 
ultimately with the translation of the 
language of faith but of the subject 
of that faith, the human person. This 
may be why the culmination of his 
spiritual reflection took form in a 
personal diary. It may also be why 
Mantra meditation was, for him not 
ultimately an issue of comparative 
spirituality but was a way, the surest 
way, of making faith real. 

The mantra was the echo of God in 
the cave of the heart. By following 
that echo we fi nd our way back to the 
voice. In that voice we hear our own 
name called. In the ‘I AM’ of God we 
fi nd our own being affi rmed. As we 
listen to the word resonating within 
us we fi nd ourselves spoken in the 
Word. Every person is a phrase in 
God’s self-expression, a Word that 
is made fl esh in every human body. 
As we toil up the mountainside the 
mantra sounds in the valley bellow. 
We listen with ever deepening 
attention. In that listening we turn 
from all ideas about ourselves, we 
leave ourselves behind and we pass 
the threshold of silence. Even being, 
consciousness and bliss must come 
to silence. But in that silence – that 
void – that valley – the word starts 
to sound again, but this time the ‘I 
AM’ sounds within us. We receive the 
gift of our being, we awaken and in 
the stillness we know. Joy wells up 
from its source. There is no distance 
between heaven and the moment at 
hand. Finally we can be ourselves.

Stefan Reynolds

Abhishiktananda & Mantra Meditation - con’t    by Stefan Reynolds
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It has taken some thirty years to 
establish the practice and teachings 

of Vipassana in the West. I feel that one 
of the next important developments for 
the American Vipassana movement 
is a stronger sense of community. 
We should not overemphasize it, but 
bring it into balance with the Buddha 
and Dharma. Like the three legs of a 
tripod, each one is needed.

Practicing alone can be very diffi cult. 
Spiritual practice often changes our 
values and priorities. The values of 
contentment, peace, generosity, love 
and compassion that often result from 
the practice can be in confl ict with 
the values of consumerism, ambition, 
selfi shness and insensitivity found 
in much of our popular culture. A 
community of practitioners offers 
mutual support for living by the 
alternative, spiritual values.

Also, spiritual practice in a community 
means that the community becomes 
a mirror for us, as we understand 
ourselves better through our 
relationships with other practitioners. 
My fi rst motivation to live in a Buddhist 
community was to benefi t from this 
mirroring, especially by more senior 
practitioners. The practitioners didn’t 
support or participate in many of the 
ego trips and emotional reactivity 
that I acted on, whereas many of my 
friends did. And because they didn’t 
participate I could more clearly see 
what I was doing.

My early years of practicing within 
a Buddhist community were also 

valuable because I was given frequent 
examples of people expressing 
compassion and kindness. Such 
examples were inspiring, practical 
lessons teaching me how I might 
respond in the same way.

Of course, other communities besides 
Buddhist ones can provide helpful 
mirroring and modeling. However, 
there is a dedication that a Buddhist 
community tries to live by that may 
well be different than most other 
groups. A Sangha is a place where 
anyone can come and practice. If 
we end up in confl ict with someone 
or we don’t like what they have 
said or done, we don’t banish that 
person from the community. Rather 
we bring mindful investigation to 
the confl ict. We try to notice any 
attachments, fears, projections, and 
confusions. We look for opportunities 
for reconciliation, and for wise ways 
of respecting one another and making 
room for differences. This dedication 
of inclusion means that a Sangha 
is, or aims to be, a safe place for 
people to be themselves, which is a 
prerequisite for the deepest work of 
Buddhist practice.

For the same reason, a Sangha is also 
a safe place to experiment with new 
ways of being. As practice relaxes our 
insecurities and automatic patterns 
of behavior a Sangha can be, for 
example, a place for compulsive 
speakers to explore speaking less, 
or inhibited speakers to explore new 
ways of speaking up.

While there can be many benefi ts 
to practicing with others, we must 
be aware of possible problems. As 
soon as a group of people gathers as 
a community, there is a culture, and 
cultures always have blind spots, 
or “shadows”. If you avoid being 
involved with a community because it 
has a shadow, no community will ever 
be adequate. If you relate only to the 
light of a community, you are doing 
yourself a disservice. If you relate 
only to the shadow, you are also doing 
yourself a disservice. A function of 
Buddhist practice is to clarify and 
draw out the shadow, bringing it into 
balance with the light. Without honest 
practice, a culture’s shadow can 
remain hidden.

For example, one of the common 
shadows of Buddhist communities is 
anger. This is in great part because 
Buddhists value kindness and 
compassion. And the more a culture 
values kindness and compassion, the 
greater the degree to which anger 
and hostility will be pushed into the 
shadows. People will be reluctant 
to show that side of themselves, 
sometimes even to them- selves. The 
practice of mindfulness is the antidote 
to hidden shadows. As we become 
more present for our body, our feelings 
and our thoughts, we will become 
increasingly honest about both our 
inner and our shared outer life.

Life is made up of encounters and 
we learn about ourselves in the 
encounters. In relation to Buddhist 
practice, we look at what we bring 
to each encounter. How do we allow 
other people to encounter us, and 
how do we encounter them? To 
meditate and to settle on oneself, and 
encounter the world from that settled 
place is a wonderful thing. A practice 
community is a place to begin learning 
to bring that settled place into the rest 
of our lives.

John Careswell

The Jewel of the Sangha            by John Careswell

Buddhist practice is supported and nourished by a community 
of fellow practitioners. This idea is embedded in the notion 
that Sangha is one of the Three Jewels, which give strength to 
a person’s practice. While the Buddha, the Dharma, and the 
Sangha can be equally important as supports and refuges, the 
fi rst two Jewels are more often emphasized in American Buddhist 
circles. People tend to be much more interested in Awakening, 
the practice, and the teachings than in the important role that 
community has in a life of practice.
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Silence and solitude can lead to 
stillness, the quality that we 

sometimes fi nd in people who, at 
some atavistic level of apprehension, 
we know to be holy.  They are not 
rocked by events, they do not suddenly 
explode in anger - they seemed to be 
contentedly in a space that is at the 
same time their own space and also 
a cosmic space.  It is past and future, 
it is here and there, it is north, south, 
east and west.   They are the people 
who, as Ken Wilber says, will ‘walk 
very gently into the fog of this world, 
and transform it entirely by doing 
nothing at all.’ The people who can 
stand on the edge of the great void of 
unknowing and just be. Sometimes 
they are people who emanate radiance 
and light and those in their presence 
never forget the experience of meeting 
them. 

For most of us moments of stillness 
are rare, longed for and exquisite. 
They are beyond description, beyond 
words.  When we are graced with them 
we fi nd we are not trying to possess 
anything or be anything.  The place 
we are is here.  The time we are in is 
now, and only now.  Sometimes this 
blessed state descends in unexpected, 
noisy moments, but usually we need 
times to withdraw, times to wander 
aimlessly, to watch and to listen, to 
let go of our striving, if we are to 
experience this blessed state.

Here, in this quiet abode, lives God.   
He is also of course in the burning 
fi ery furnace and in the eye of the 
storm, though these may not be places 
to which we would willingly travel.  
Stillness, however, is not only where 
he is but what he is.  He is the ‘still 
point of the turning world.’  He is 
where the dance is.

I said to my soul, be still, and wait 
without hope

For hope would be hope for the 
wrong thing; wait without love

For love would be love of the wrong 
thing; there is yet faith

But the faith and the love and the 

hope are all in the waiting.
Wait without thought, for you are not 

ready for thought:
So the darkness shall be the light, 

and the stillness the dancing. 

And if the stillness is the dancing, 
then we can, as Lao Tsu long ago 
observed, see the whole world without 
travelling.  
‘The Sage knows without travelling,

Sees without looking,
and achieves without doing.’ 

Thomas Merton also had this 
experience; he found that in the 
cloistered solitude of his community 
he could explore everywhere and 
anywhere, wondering whether perhaps 
those who travel most see the least.
  
If only we could take the advice of 
these wise people!  So many people 
of us feel the answer to depression or 
any form of malaise is to ‘get away’, 
to be anywhere rather than where we 
are.   I do have one friend, though, who 
looks after herself like a little animal.  
If she feels unwell, or if she has had 
an injury she simply draws down the 
hatches, doesn’t answer the phone or 
look at her e-mails, stays at home, 
possibly in bed, drinks lots of water 
and waits until she feels better.  She 
gave herself this treatment recently, 
after she fell down eleven stone steps, 
knocked herself out, broken her cheek 
bone and a bone in her right foot, 

strained her right wrist and ankle 
badly and sported an enormous black 
eye; she calls it ‘stillness time.’   Most 
of do not have the necessary spiritual 
reserves to follow this example, but 
we should try, for she tends to make 
the most remarkable and speedy 
recoveries.

This place of stillness is also a place 
of knowing and unknowing.   For  
some time now I have known, both 
consciously and unconsciously, that 
I do not know. I simply do not know 
anything.  I fi nd it a relaxed, peaceful, 
place. No demands are made on me, I 
do not even make demands on myself 
- how can any wisdom be expected of 
me if I simply don’t know?  Mostly 
I am content that this should be so, 
but sometimes this acceptance is 
overwhelmed in a sense of failure 
- I should understand this or that, 
I should be able to respond to that 
question………then I try to take 
comfort in a line I remember well, but 
whose source I have forgotten:   ‘He 
knoweth when he knoweth when he 
knoweth not.’

But it is a false comfort, for I genuinely 
do not know and perhaps this is true 
of many of us.  Yes, it is possible 
to honour and hold on to certain 
experiences, those moments of which 
we can say with the Swiss psychologist 
C.G.Jung, ‘I don’t believe, I know.’    
One can be quite confi dent that this or 
that happened, or has been felt.  One 
might even know that one has had a 
sudden intuition about man’s relation 
to the universe or to the nature of God, 
a sudden knowledge that ‘I AM’ - but 
that does not mean the experiencer is 
any nearer knowing in the sense of 
being permanently in that state. 

If we were truly still, then perhaps we 
would be able to follow John of the 
Cross:

To reach satisfaction in all
desire its possession in nothing.

To come to possess all
desire the possession of nothing.

Silence, Solitude and Stillness - Stillness       by Shirley du Boulay

14
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To arrive at being all
desire to be nothing.

To come to the knowledge of all
desire the knowledge of nothing. 

‘Where is silence? Where is 
solitude?  Where is Love?’ asks 
Thomas Merton.  They are quite 
simply in us, nowhere else. And so 

is stillness.   ‘There, in the silent 
depths, there is no more distinction 
between the I and the Not-I.’

Silence, solitude and stillness are 
found in that place where the fullness 
and the void, the All and the Nothing, 
meet and fi nd they are the same.   

Shirley du Boulay

1. Ken Wilber, One Taste, Shambala Publications, 
2000, p35. 
2. T S Eliot. East Coker, Faber and Faber, p19 
3. Tao Che Ching Lao Tzu   Tr John C. H. Wu 
Shambala 1990 
4. John of the Cross (Vol I 540-91), The Ascent 
of Mount Carmel, Selected Writings, ed.  Kieran 
Kavanaugh (1987), pp. 78-9 
5. Love and Solitude, Quoted in Thomas Merton  
Essential Writings, ed/ Christin M. Bochen, Orbis 
Books, 2004.
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Silence, Solitude and Stillness - Stillness - con’t      by Shirley du Boulay

Retreat at Ty Mawr, Wales

Being in Ty Mawr this spring felt 
like glimpsing a lost Paradise - a 

world of birdsong, set in a beautiful 
natural landscape, the colours of 
spring glowing in the clean fresh air.

A world informed by the life and 
philosophy of Father Bede and the 
gracious background presence of the 
Ty Mawr community.  A world where 
the days are beautifully patterned to 
facilitate the spiritual journey.

A world where everyone is gentle, 
aware, respectful, unhurried, intent 

on getting in touch with the inner self 
and exploring the signifi cance of what 
they fi nd there. And where the absence 
of trivial spoken exchanges allows for 
communion at a deeper level.

This year the particular focus on 
silence as a theme as well as a practice 
led to a more intense awareness of the 
quality of the silence – the convivial 
silence that obtained while sharing a 
meal or helping in the preparation of 
it; the relaxed silence of wandering 
through the grounds and along the 
country lanes, the absence of words 
allowing for more intense hearing of 

the sounds of nature; the silence of 
being alone in one’s room without 
the usual media accompaniments and 
sometimes even without resorting to 
the written word.

Most intense, sometimes almost to the 
point of elemental terror, the silence 
of meditation, deepening as the days 
went by and resistance yielded to 
surrender.  Realising that reaching 
the deeper levels of silence is a gift of 
grace – you can invite it, facilitate it, 
but it can’t be forced.

Pauline Godwin

Spring Hermits in Company               by Pauline Godwin
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What is Truth?
by

Brother John
Martin Sahajananda

Delhi: The Indian Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 

2012. xix + 200 pp.  

What is Truth is a collection of 
essays, stories, poems and 

refl ections written by Brother John 
Martin Sahajananda, a Camaldolese 
monk in the Order of Saint Benedict. 
Brother Martin is one of the spiritual 
directors of the well-known Christian 
Ashram, Shantivanam in South India, 
founded in 1950 by the two French 
priests Jules Monchanin and Henri Le 
Saux, and further developed by Father 
Bede Griffi ths OSB, Cam. Father 
Griffi ths made the ashram famous with 
his many books and articles on the 
mystical dimensions of the Christian 
and Hindu traditions. Brother Martin 
writes in similar vein, with clarity, 
penetrating insight and considerable 
provocation to any one-sided rational 
spiritual orthodoxy.

The Temenos Academy was fortunate 
in hosting a lecture in the summer of 
2012 in which Brother Martin spoke 
movingly of these themes as he has 
come to live and experience them. 
For those who heard that lecture these 
essays, developed over some years, 
are an expansion and continuation of 
his thoughts The book’s compelling 
nature arises from Brother Martin’s 
fi rm grounding in a mystical faith, and 
above all from his own experience of 
his Christian faith as it emerges with 
all its attendant challenges into the 
twenty-fi rst century. This sadly is not 
an experience we fi nd so easily in the 
west where the mystical dimension 
has tragically all but disappeared to 
our general impoverishment.

These are not essays for the faint-
hearted or the ungenerous. Their power 
and essential generosity spring from 
a deep spiritual and psychological 
insight that seeks to reveal the central 

Truth, not only of the Christian 
tradition but of spiritual realities 
more generally. This is a view which 
members of Temenos, who treasure 
the Perennial Philosophy as an idea, 
will have no diffi culty in applauding. 
As Michael Amaladoss SJ suggests 
in his introduction, this book ‘must 
be read, not conceptually, but with a 
symbolic imagination rooted in life 
experience of the divine’. This is the 
clear refreshing spring water that our 
tired and fl agging faith needs so badly, 
not only to revive it, but in order for it 
to evolve.

The collection is divided into two 
sections. The theme of the fi rst, 
‘The Truth of Jesus’, is addressed 
in a poem ‘Blessed Are Those Who 
Are Led by Wisdom’, together 
with fi ve essays including ‘From 
Authority to Freedom’, which charts 
the development from the God of 
authority to the God of freedom. 
There is a chapter on ‘The Prodigal 
Son’, which examines the case for 
a developing spiritual evolution. 
There are in addition some excellent 
short homilies on the Virgin Mary, 
the meaning of the Inner Jerusalem, 
and the reality of Transformation. It 
is these essays in which we fi nd the 
provocative and visionary ideas that 
make this little book so valuable.

The second section is titled ‘Truth 
in Dialogue’, and comprises ten 
chapters, some very short, covering 
a range of subjects. Notable among 
these is ‘Beyond Theism and Atheism’, 
in which the case for an intelligent 
dialogue with atheists is made, 
carrying a hope that there is something 
both sides can learn and profi t from in 
such an exchange.

In ‘Diversity – Uniqueness and Unity’ 
Brother Martin seeks to show the 
common experience of the spiritual 
journey in Christianity, Buddhism 
and the Hindu tradition. In ‘Bearing 
Witness to the Truth’ he considers the 
different levels of revelation in the 

prophetic and wisdom traditions. And 
there is much more.

The backdrop against which much of 
Brother Martin’s thinking and writing 
takes place is his perception of a 
general evolution, over millennia of 
human consciousness. He sees such 
development refl ected in the changing 
state of man’s relationship to the 
Divine, and of the institutions and 
beliefs through which this relationship 
is sought. Brother Martin conceives 
this essentially spiritual evolution of 
consciousness as a phenomenon that 
applies to the whole human species. 
Again we will fi nd echoes of the 
Perennial Philosophy in these ideas, 
and it is this approach that allows 
him to escape the sometimes narrow, 
exclusive and prejudicial confi nes of 
some Christian thought. It is also in 
this all-embracing vision of a spiritual 
development for mankind that Brother 
Martin’s essential generosity and 
openness shine forth, creating a broad 
open space for fruitful and generous 
dialogue with other traditions. This 
view of a gradually evolving and 
developing spiritual and psychological 
consciousness allows Brother Martin 
to interpret afresh the question of the 
New Covenant within the Christian 
tradition, and to make it central to his 
vision.

In ‘From Authority to Freedom’, he 
recounts how, in the fi rst covenant, 
God gave, through Moses, the 
Ten Commandments to the Jewish 
people: a way of external laws that 
was to guide the spiritual wellbeing 
of the people and their relationship 
to God. He goes on to describe how 
this covenant, with all its rules and 
regulations, never really worked due 
to the intransigence and faithlessness 
of the people. It was for this reason 
that God promised a ‘new covenant’, 
perhaps an eternal covenant, which 
was to be written ‘in the hearts of the 
people’ and revealed in perfection 
in the life of Christ. Brother Martin 
sees this ‘Way of the New Covenant’ 

16

What is Truth? - Book Review          reviewed by Sir Nicholas Pearson
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What is Truth? - Book Review - con’t      reviewed by Sir Nicholas Pearson

The Blue Sky God – the 
Evolution of Science

and Christianity
by Don Macgregor.

Circle Books (2012) £14.99

This is a remarkable book by quite a 
remarkable man.  Don Macgregor 

is, the Vicar of Fishguard and what he 
writes is at the forefront of the modern 
integration of science and spirituality.  
Don was educated as a scientist and 
taught science in a secondary school 
before ordination in the Church of 
England.  What he writes grows out 
of his own experience of the infi nite 
and his insights from modern physics.  
At the heart of his exploration is the 
understanding that matters arises from 
consciousness which leads then to the 
understanding of God as the presence 
of compassionate consciousness in all 
that is. His insights are an important 
contribution to the growing body of 

literature that is pointing to Jesus as the 
wisdom fi gure who in his humanity and 
divinity is the model for each one of us.

The book has an impressive group 
of enthusiastic supporters. Rupert 

Sheldrake writes, “...MacGregor 
integrates modern science, mystical 
experience, philosophy and biblical 
scholarship in a new synthesis”.  
William Bloom writes, “...it is a 
passionate and inspiring call for us 
to understand the true message and 
example of Jesus in the contemporary 
world”, and Andrew Harvey, who, like 
Rupert Sheldrake, knew Father Bede 
well, writes, “This is a fascinating 
and profound exploration of the deep 
resonances between the discovering 
of the Christian Mystics and those of 
modern science”.

Don Macregor understands the 
Kingdom of God as an entry into the 
unitive consciousness and in this he 
joins many people dear to the Sangha, 
including, of course, our own Brother 
Martin.  It is a book worth spending  
time with.

Adrian Rance

BlueGod - Book Recommendation          by Adrian Rance

as a path that moves away from 
external rules and regulations towards 
an essential and much-longed-for 
spiritual freedom to be. This is a 
freedom for the development of 
the individual through personal 
experiment, inevitably through much 
personal suffering but ultimately a 
way that leads to the essential quality 
of increased self-knowledge. From 
this growing self-knowledge may 
come the realization that Christ’s 
saying ‘I am the way, the truth, and 
the life’ is also intended as a goal for 
each human being. As Brother Martin 
says: ‘A person who lives according 
to the fi rst covenant says that the 
Law is the way, the truth and the life. 
A person who lives according to the 
New Covenant says I am the way, the 
truth and the life’ - and lives his life 
accordingly. He goes on to say that 
this development “was a revolution 
because it was the birth of a human 
being or human consciousness that 
was greater than religion”.

Surely, as we witness in the West the 
collapse of much of the structure and 
authority of the great religions this 
is a timely reminder of our spiritual 
destiny and a pointer to a compelling 
personal vision of the future. I have 
heard Brother Martin say that perhaps 
the Christian Church has never really 
been Christian. That statement will 
upset some, but it is hard to disagree 
with him. I have also heard him say that 
a secular age is perhaps the necessary 
precondition for weaning individuals 
from the structure of the old covenant 
with its rules and regulations and 
encouraging individuals to seek 
their own freedom in an authentic, 
experiential spiritual reality that will 
inevitably be paradoxically unique 
and common to all. It is this brave 
adventure into the new, as taught by 
Christ and mystics of all traditions, 
that makes Brother Martin’s views so 
apposite. His approach to spirituality 
includes a powerful psychological 
viewpoint, and it is this dimension 

that makes these pages feels so 
refreshingly authentic.

Perhaps many of us are still stuck 
in the old covenant, where we seek 
to take some comfort from feeling 
we have at least not actually broken 
too many of the ten commandments, 
that we are in a spiritual sense, 
hopefully, not doing too badly. It is 
however Brother Martin’s intention 
to shake us from that complacency 
towards a comprehension of what 
the life of Christ actually means, 
beyond religion, and in then having 
the courage to journey on so that we 
may see specifi cally what blocks us 
from loving, trusting and seeing more 
deeply.  There are many questions I 
found myself asking myself, having 
read this excellent collection of Brother 
Martin’s refl ections - many questions, 
and some clear true compass points 
towards a new way of seeing and 
hearing a very old message.

Sir Nicholas Pearson
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The Bede Griffi ths Charitable Trust             by Adrian Rance

This year is the 10th anniversary 
of the fi rst meeting of the Bede 

Griffi ths Charitable Trust which we set 
up in response to Brother Martin’s need 
to raise money for Sr Rose Matthews 
and her work at the Pattavarthi centre 
where she has the typing school, the 
tailoring school, the computer school 
and the kindergarten.  Many of you 
will have visited her there.

Over the ten years so much has 
happened.  Sister Rose now has 
two centres, and not only are (or 
rather, you) supporting these, but 
you are also supporting projects 
from Shantivanam Ashram, the Tim 
Pruss Memorial School which has 
grown out of Senthil’s work with the 
children of Inungur with BLESS, the 
tuition centre at Veerambur, the work 
of Sister Agnes, projects coming 
from Sister Marie Louise and Ananda 
Ashram, and, particularly dear to me, 
Anbaham (formerly the St Adrian 
Reachout Centre) in Muttom, a fi shing 
village of the south coast.

The work continues to thrive, 
although with some changes.  We are 
not funding Anbaham now as Sister 
Selvi is moving towards it being a 
‘facilitation centre’ in which groups 
come for a day or more with their own 
programmes.  There will of course 
still be an emphasis on children, but 
the original work with the tsunami 

affected families is now really over.  
Of course she has a wonderful facility 
in Anbaham and we wish her well 
with her future work.

The Tim Pruss Memorial School is 
growing with over 300 children now 
on role and the next phase will be 
the building of a dining hall which 
can also be used as a classroom.  At 
present the children eat lunch in their 
classrooms which is not ideal.

This year we have not been able to meet 
all the requests made from the projects 
around the ashrams.  In particular we 
have a £3000 shortfall in our funding 
for Sister Rose Mathews and the 
Swami Bede Dayananda Trust.  We 
also have a shortfall of some £2000 for 
the social work projects which Sister 
Marie Louise has amongst the poorest 
families in the neighbouring villages 
and a shortfall of just under £2000 for 
the Shantivanam projects including 
the Old People’s Home.  We are able to 
fund the Tim Pruss Memorial School 
in Inungur in full because we have 
some donations made specifi cally for 
this project.

So it is quite a serious situation. 
Perhaps Sangha members can help 
with donations or, even better, is 
there a Sangha member who knows 
someone who would be willing to join 
the trustees and who is good at fund 

raising?  In this day and age raising 
an extra £10,000 a year is quite 
achievable if we can get someone with 
the skills and aptitudes and interest to 
take this on.

So please, in this 10th year of the 
Trust, and in this 20th anniversary of 
the death of Father Bede, please do 
think and pray about this work.

With love and thanks for all you have 
done and given over the last 10 years 
and in joyful anticipation of another 
ten years of our support for the poorest 
of the poor in these Indian villages, 
people who were close to the heart of 
Father Bede.

Adrian Rance
adrian.b.rance@btinternet.com 

Sensing the Sacred
‘The incarnation of Christ is the 
great historical affi rmation that 

all matter is sacred’
Father Bede Griffi ths

The Bede Griffi ths Sangha 
Advent Retreat at

Monastery of Our Lady
& St. Bernard

Brownshill, Stroud GL6 8AL

Friday 22nd - Sunday 24th 
November 2013

This retreat will offer time and 
space to quieten during Advent.  

The programme will be structured 
around a day at Shantivanam, with 
periods of meditation, chanting, 
prayer and the reading of scripture 
from different traditions.  There will 
be free time to walk, rest or study, 
together with times of silence and 
sharing. All aspects of the programme 

are optional. The booking form will 
be available in the Autumn Newsletter 
and will also be available to download 
from this website:

www.bedegriffi thssangha.org.uk
Further information is available from 

Victoria Glazier:
email

victoria.glazier@mypostoffi ce.co.uk
phone

01453 839 488

The Bede Griffiths Sangha Advent Retreat      by Victoria Glazier
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Sangha News, Retreats & Resources

Books from the Sangha
Beyond the Darkness
Shirley du Boulay’s defi nitive
biography  of Father Bede Griffi ths. 

 The Four O’Clock Talks
Transcripts of Brother Martin’s

daily talks at Shantivanam,
recorded and presented by Atmajyoti

Suggested donation of £7.00 each to cover UK p&p
Cheques made out to “Bede Griffi ths Sangha” to:

Annie Cygler, 57 Wellington Road, Crowthorne RG45 7LJ

From the WCCM
Books, dvd’s and cassettes of Father Bede and

books and tapes on meditation.
Medio Media, St Mark’s, Myddelton Square, London EC1R 1XX

mail@wccm.org or call Jan Dunsford on 020 7278 2070

Costing of Sangha Events
The cost of Sangha events varies. When planning an event we 

simply aim to break even. Thus the cost of any event refl ects the 
expenses incurred putting it on, largely the cost of the venue. 

Recently the price of accommodation at venues has risen this is 
the reason for the slight increase in some retreat costs.

The Interfaith Foundation
The Interfaith Foundation is a charitable organisation embrac-

ing the universal truth at the heart of all spiritual traditions.
www.interfaithfoundation.org

Tel: 08444 457 004
email: admin@interfaithfoundation.org

Cygnus Books
Cygnus Books is a bookselling and information service like no 

other. Our aim is to help you fi nd the inspiration and guidance you 
are looking for, as you search for new ways to heal your body, 

nourish your soul and live in a way that refl ects your own deepest 
values. We do this in three ways:

1. By providing you with messages and features written to guide, 
uplift and inspire. You’ll fi nd hundreds of such messages and 

features in the resources section of the website.
2. By selecting books and other items that we believe will help you 

grow, heal and savour the full ‘juiciness’ of life.
3. By publishing a free monthly magazine, the Cygnus Review

www.cygnus-books.co.uk
0845 456 1577 or 01558 825 500

Cygnus Books, Unit 1, Beechwood, Llandeilo,
Carmarthenshire, SA19 7HR

Arunachala
A painting by
Ricardo Insua-Cao

Prints of Arunachala are available to 
buy, which are printed by a special-
ist giclee, fi ne-art print company, 
on Hahnemuhle 310gsm German 
etching, matt, fi ne-art paper. 

A4 - £15 | A3 - £25 | A2 - £50. 
All prices include postage & packaging.

Contact - ric@rdo.org.uk - 07986 605 774 - www.rdo.org.uk

New Avaita (Non-duality) Course
at Colet House London

The Study Society is seeking to share anew the teachings 
received over many years, from the former

Shankaracharya of Jyoti, HH Shantanand Saraswati.
We thought especially that some members of Bede Griffi ths 
Sangha, might wish to follow up discussions there, and hear 

more about the spiritual tradition of Advaita.
You are warmly invited to contact us for further details:-

offi ce@studysociety.org or 020 8741 6568

Other events
From time to time members hold events that may be of 

interest to others. At the editorial discretion of the working 
group we are happy to make these known. However we 

need to point out that the Bede Griffi ths Sangha Working 
Group has not endorsed these events nor can it be held 

responsible for their organisation or contents.

Bede Griffi ths Sangha
Summer Retreat, 14 - 16 June 2013

Introduction to Vipassana Meditation
Led by Sadhu Videhi

This year’s summer event will be
a silent meditation retreat at 

The Carmelite Priory, Boars Hill, Oxford
For more information contact:

John Careswell
The Coach House, Cork Street

Frome BA11 1BL
tel: 01373 454491

email: john.careswell@fromecounselling.co.uk
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For Sangha and Newsletter Contacts see page 2.
If any one would like to have their names removed or 

added as local contacts please let us know. 

Overseas contacts
Argentina  Magdelena Puebla
  malen_puebla@hotmail.com
  00542204761641
Australia  Andrew Howie iona@netspace.net.au
  East St Kilda - Samantha Semmens
  ssemmens@trinity.unimelb.edu.au
Brazil  Marcos Monteiro - satsangmohan@yahoo.com.br
Chile   Carlos Carranza - carloscarranza@hotmail.com
Denmark  Vicky Lasheras - lasheras@frbpost.dk
Eire   Justin Carty - dustbin26@hotmail.co.uk
France   Nerte Chaix michoule2@wanadoo.fr
  Paris: Julia Tompson on 01 30 53 11 89
  julia.tompson@gmail.com
India   Br. Martin - brothermartin111@hotmail.com
Italy   Mario la Floresta - lafl or_l@libero.it
Malta  Godwin Genovese - shine@vol.net.mt
New Zealand  Christchurch - Kevin Moran
  s.friend@paradise.net.nz
USA   Florida - Michael Spillane
  mspillane@legalaidpbc.org
  Oklahoma - Carolyn Cowan
  ccmission@cox.net 
  Nevada - Jackie Greedy
  775 883 0854 
  Big Sur - Father Cyprian Consiglio
  cyprianconsiglio@sbcglobal.net

London SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
  0168 986 1004
  Wednesdays 7:30pm
  SW (Barnes) - Stefan Reynolds
  07930 679 905
  stefandreynolds@yahoo.co.uk
  Wednesdays
  SW (Barnes) - Silvia Howell
  020 8748 3722
  sylvia@howell20.orangehome.co.uk
  Wednesday 3:45pm
Northants Henry Worthy 
  01604 513 032
  Thursdays at 8:00pm
Somerset Bath - Daphne Radenhurst
  01225 429 398
  Last Friday of the month 10am
Surrey  Woking - Kath Higgens
  01483 833 101
  Wednedays 5:30pm
Sussex  Arundel - Mary Corbyn
  01903 882 508
  Tuesdays
WCCM Groups WCCM contact - Kim Nataraja 
  kimshankarnataraja@googlemail.com
  020 7727 6779

England
Cornwall  Penzance - Swami Nityamuktananda
  01736 350510
Dorset  Michael Giddings
  07810 366 860
  mjgiddings2002@yahoo.co.uk
Gloucestershire  Victoria Glazier 
  01453 839 488 
Hereford & Annette Criswell
Shropshire 01568 770 436
  gooldena1@btinternet.com
Hertfordshire Graham Thwaits
  01279 834 315
Jersey & the  Sean Arnold
Channel Islands 01534 863118
  seanjarnold@googlemail.com
London   N4 - Ann O’Donoghue
  0207 359 1929 
London  SE (Kent) - Hilary Knight
  0168 986 1004 
Middlesex Pinner - Catherine Widdicombe
  020 8866 2195 
  mjc.widdicombe@grailsociety.org.uk
Norfolk  Chris Smythe
  01493 664 725
Northants Henry Worthy
  01604 513 032
Staffs  Stoke on Trent - Sr Sophia
  01782 816036
Suffolk   Wendy Mulford
  01728 604 169
West Sussex Gillian Maher 01444 455 334
Worcs  Nick & Mary Saddler
  01386 751 443
Northern Ireland
Ballyhornan Stan Papenfus 
  02844 841451
Scotland
Aberdeen Angelika Monteux
  01224 867 409
Glasgow Steve Woodward
  01355 224 937
Easter Ross Revd George Coppen
  01862 842 381
  gcoppen@tiscali.co.uk
Wales
West Wales  Martin and Aileen Neilan
  01834 871 433
Mid Wales Montgomery - Jonathan Robinson
  01588 620 779 
  Holywell - Philip Francis
  01352 711 620

Meditation Groups
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